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Al-Jarida

Each day and night there are those who gather in
a diwan (gathering place) here or a salon there, in
a ministry here or a cafe there, to put forth the

question of the season and for the third year with
unprecedented success, “Who arms and finances, the
Islamic State (IS)?” America is the easiest answer and
sometimes Turkey or even
Iran and in some other situa-
tions, Arab countries that
could be in the Gulf. All those
mentioned may have con-
tributed to the making of IS,
and some may have financed
it. IS was made when the
hope of a better tomorrow
was lost in many Islamic and
Arab countries, where there
are no jobs and no security,
where people were sup-
pressed, and their beliefs and
freedom of expression were suppressed. We made IS
when institutional and individual corruption spread,
which hit many heads of small families with the inabili-
ty to carry out their duties towards those they care for.
How can they do that when they are without a real
respectable job? The same head of the family, who out
of poverty, need and compulsion turned a blind eye to

some of his daughters traveling abroad, with the
excuse of working there to contribute to the cost of
their brother’s school or hospitalization. Whoever
reached this stage, everything became equal to him,
including death and life, and will go to IS and thou-
sands like it, so he may get rid of the bitter reality that

he lives in.
Oppression, insult, need

and suppression of freedoms
are the main factors that cre-
ated IS and Al-Qaeda before
that. Yes, there is an interna-
tional game, and there are
interests for countries, but
why did we not see one
Swiss or one Dutch national
whose name is Smith or
Robert, wearing black to
hide his ugly face, to do the
job he is good at, which is

beheading? 
Did people not have the same demands even in

past centuries? Maybe we all carry a hidden IS seed
within us. All of us may talk so much about idealism,
but then behave badly. In short, we all may be IS in one
way or another. So was the message delivered? I hope
so. —Translated by Kuwait Times

The question of all questions

Al-Qabas

By Qais Al-Osta

According to historians, the word coach was derived
during the 1500’s from the small Hungarian town of
‘Kocs’ just west of Budapest.  It was here the culmi-

nation of all aspects of coaching:  transporting people -
teaching students - training athletes would finally take
hold in the American business marketplace due to the sup-
portive influence of contemporary thinkers echoing in the
past.  The foundation of W.T Gallwey thoughts evolved into
the first major transition from the sports coaching model
to interpersonal coaching.  According to his book in 1970
titled The Inner Game of Tennis, Gallwey’s thoughts
embraced that individuals should use non-judgmental
observations of critical internal variables believing in one’s
own power from within to accomplish and move forward.

As companies have recognized and embraced the con-
cept of people as assets, they have also recognized that
people need good, strong leadership to be motivated and
productive. As a result, various techniques have evolved to
develop leadership skills. One of the most prevalent and
popular currently is coaching to develop leaders.

Leadership coaching and the increase in its use
According to the Chartered Institute of Personnel

&Development survey in 2009 coaching was used by 90
percent of the 593 organizations that participated (CIPD,
2009).  Then imagine the higher recognition for this tech-
nique in 2015 for a process which is perceived as very dif-
ferent to traditional training approaches.  

But what are the organizational perspective needs
based on in a desire for improvement in performance
management, change management, talent management,
career management and overall organization manage-
ment.

As a result of this collaboration and one to one
approach coaching can deliver a customized process that
will meet the individual’s own personal needs and be
adapted to suit their requirements both professionally and
personally but at the same time challenging their skill set
to improve and develop to become effective leaders.

The rationale behind this surge in popularity for coach-
ing is that the awareness and self-discovery that individu-
als achieve through the process shows in improvements
not only in their achievements but in those of their team
and thus their organization. 

The advantage of the rapid spread of globalization we
observe today and the increase in multinational, multi-bor-
der operations has meant that leaders need to be adapt-
able and flexible in their management styles to be able to
co-ordinate diverse teams.  

But the question that should make our brain sense
work is “How are organizations anticipating other alterna-
tive leadership development interventions to empower a
true leadership culture among the different sectors in busi-
ness today?” 

Other leadership development approaches, such as 360
degree feedback, mentoring, “stretch assignments” and
project based learning may all be used as tools by the
coach during the period of involvement with a client. As a
single approach to leadership development however, each
one of these has weaknesses that make them less effective
than the holistic, individualist approach delivered by
coaching.360 degree feedback can only be valuable when
the data being delivered is understood, and there are spe-
cific objectives set for change, if this is required.
Frequently, the feedback approach that offers wide partici-
pation fails to achieve change, and requires a large amount
of time and effort to achieve long-term results.  However,
when used in relation to coaching, the 360 feedback can
be a recognition of how the individual is developing, par-
ticularly if the feedback and the reasons for any construc-
tive criticism are considered and evaluated.  Since, it offers
a valuable opportunity for further introspective reflection
by the individual on their leadership approaches that they
can discuss with their coach. 

Using the development of networks to create sharing
of expertise for problem solving offers those in lead of
leadership training to have the opportunity to work with
others and compare their leadership styles and approach-
es with their own.  Moreover, it creates the ability to under-
stand shared leadership and breaks down dictatorial lead-
ership styles. The difficulty with this approach is that whilst
it creates rapport within the organization, there is an
unstructured focus to the networks that makes it an incon-
sistent and thus weaker development process.

Two other approaches are frequently used for leader-
ship development, “stretch” an assignment that take the
individual into new areas of operations and challenges
their abilities and project based learning. The first gives the
individual a broader view of an organization, and thus their
place within it, so accelerating their learning.  However,
there is again no structured learning and frequently a con-
flict between performance and learning which leads to
demotivation.  The project or action based learning
approach encourages teamwork and is highly related to
business objectives.  The drawback to this approach is that
it can be time intensive, and there is not always a clear
understanding of how it relates to leadership learning.
When used within a coaching context however, both these
methods can be used as learning, reflection and evaluation
opportunities, maximizing the potential development that
can be achieved.

Therefore it appears that coaching, which can bring in
elements of other leadership development practices offers
an ideal approach. By focusing on an extended, personal-
ized, one on one continual relationship between coach
and coachee, it seems that it provides the most effective
means to achieve optimum development. However, it is
not always the best solution for every individual or every
organization and has limitations of its own. 

How far do we expect coaching to do wonders?
If the coach and individual do not have, or cannot cre-

ate a working relationship and effective rapport then the
sessions plus projects will be not support to achieve suc-
cessful outcomes for either party.  

They must be willing and accepting the fact that they
will change, and have commitment to the process.  If the
individual undergoing coaching is unresponsive or takes
constructive feedback negatively, the coaching will be
ineffective in developing leadership potential.   The
embracing of the process and the development of an
ongoing conversation with a coach can be a difficult
process.

The current trend on developing internal coaches,
whilst cost effective, may not always yield the anticipated
results due to potential operational conflicts between
those coaching, and those being coached.  Therefore,
coaching does not suit every personality and there needs
to also be an understanding from individuals and organi-
zations that it is not a quick fix, one off training approach.
Rather, it is an ongoing development of underlying skills
with a long term focus on change and adaptation.

Leadership Coaching:

Where did it start 

from? Does it expire?

in my view

By Nada Taha Borisly

Crime
R e p o r t

Tattoo artists arrested 

KUWAIT: Residency detectives arrested three Filipinos
who for two years tattooed men and women for large
amounts of money, starting from KD 100 and above.
The arrest was made following information by Director
General of Residency Affairs Director Brigadier Saud Al-
Kahder who asked to arrest them red handed. An
undercover was sent there and after the suspects
agreed to be paid KD 120, the undercover gave detec-
tives the signal and they raided the flat. The suspects
rented a flat for KD 500 per month and had luxurious
furniture, as their clients are rich. They said that they
have tattooed nearly 900 men and women, majority
women. Further, the three said the company that gave
them their visas charged them for them, but the com-
pany has nothing to do with their activity. Brigadier
Khader ordered that no visas will be granted to the
company that gave the trio their visas. 

Overdose 

A Gulf national who served as a policeman was
found dead inside his car while parked in Mishref
co-op society’s parking lot. Preliminary medical
examination revealed that he had large doses of
drugs in his body. His body was recovered by the
coroner to determine the exact cause of death.

Fight

A citizen was beaten and his car damaged by a person
unknown to him, following a dispute over the right of
way in Qairawan. The citizen gave police the license
plate number and detectives are working on the case.
In another incident, two youths told Jahra police that
they were stopped by four youths at around 4 am and
were beaten by them. One of the youths suffered from a
broken wrist, in addition to bruises and scratches.
Similarly, a citizen was sent to the juveniles’ prosecution
for breaking the arm of his neighbor during a fight with
a metal pipe. The victim’s parents took him to the hospi-
tal and obtained a medical report.

Kidnapped

Mubarak Al-Kabeer detectives are investigating the
claims of a Kuwaiti student that she was beaten,
kidnapped and threatened with a firearm. She said
that a young man took her from Khaldiya University
parking lot to Adan and threatened her with a
firearm then returned her to Khaldiya.

Sleeping cells

Robbery

A citizen who works for the Interior Ministry told Sabah
Al-Salem police that a man and a woman, both citizens
she knows, stole her Kuwaiti nationality ID and jewelry
from her flat. The two suspects are being summoned. 

—Al-Rai, Al-Anbaa

The political and security crises lately revealed to
us the psychology of Kuwait society. It also
revealed the fragility of stability and the truth of

unity - it being only a slogan used as a local treatment
that stops the pain but do not treat it.

Each time a security or political incident takes place,
we find the great majority racing to convey the news
their own way, and not in the way it was announced by
the concerned authorities. Rather, the news is mostly
conveyed according to partisan or sectarian affiliations,
to fabricate what is in the interest of whom they belong
to or where their loyalty lay. Moreover, we find elite
individuals and symbols who get into the common
crowd behavior and go along with their liking, instead
of being the brain that guides them to the correct and
legal methodology in conveying the events and getting
the information, and with regret, some of them read
the law and constitution and have a knowledgeable
background that is supposed to work as an awareness
tool and development, not as an ignorance and
destruction tool. The majority during these times
become crises political analysts and strategic experts
and would have information even authorities con-
cerned with the event do not have, this in addition to
the bazaar of distributing loyalties or doubting them. In
fact, most of the media play a role in the lack of accura-
cy in conveying the news or in inflating the news and
directing the news according to their stand and its
place in the domestic event or regional events that
always played an integral role in dividing our domestic
arena.

Worse than that, we notice during crises, some of
those considered in the opposition settling accounts
with the government and taking the opportunity of
emergent circumstances to prove their theories. These
events reveal to us a deeper danger that confronts
Kuwait which is the danger of the society’s mentality
and the methodology of its dealing with the country.
The true danger is in this division in the society despite
all attempts to appear as one under the umbrella of
Kuwait. The truth is the dominant culture is that of nit-
picking, choice, exaggeration, rumors and quick lean-
ing towards strife and sectarian division, during a criti-
cal time the region and Kuwait is going through, that
compels us to be more cautious and rational in dealing
with security events with more transparency, objectivi-
ty and more unity. Each country is subject to security
and political shocks, but the largest worrying danger is
the society’s behavior and its culture that are uncov-
ered by those crises and how it deals with it and its pri-
orities that are preoccupying it instead of uncovering
its ability to control and determine priorities, and not to
be lured by details that distance it from its true causes
and enables officials and those who have interests to
pre-occupy it with what it is not supposed to worry
about, so they can pass what they want with the least
opposition possible. May Allah protect Kuwait from its
domestic and foreign enemies, and protect its people
from their behavior and their enemies. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times

Kuwait and the 

danger of sectarianism

Al-Qabas

By Eman Shamseddin

Oppression, insult, need
and suppression of free-
doms are the main fac-
tors that created IS and
Al-Qaeda before that.


